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Headteacher Update
Dear Parents and Carers,
So far this term, our children have had many opportunities to experience exciting events in
school. Each year group are enjoying their current science topic, having the opportunity to
explore, investigate and apply their knowledge and understanding across a range of
investigations.
Recently, we held a Children in Need fundraising event. Staff held a bake sale and children
came to school in their sports outfits. Throughout the day, the children enjoyed participating
in Joe Wicks fitness activities. Well done to everyone who contributed to our fundraiser; we
raised a massive £266.64. Everyone had a wonderful time!
Christmas will look a little different this year due to COVID-19 tier 3 social restrictions.
Therefore, our staff team have been busy working hard organising exciting plans for our
Christmas celebrations. Whilst we will still be holding our annual Christmas jumper day and
class Christmas parties, in place of our annual Christmas production each class will be creating
their own Christmas video, showcasing their Christmas singing, acting and drama skills. Please
do keep an eye out for these videos being uploaded onto your child’s Showbie account on
Thursday 17th December 2020. We are really looking forward to sharing our performances
with you!
Also, our wonderful catering team are planning a Christmas dinner for the whole school, to be
served on Wednesday 16th December 2020. Please do remember to order your child’s
Christmas dinner via the link below if they are in KS2 and currently bringing a daily packed
lunch to school.
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/DFKMMBN
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Parental support around all of school’s COVID-19 safety measures has been amazing. We
continue to urge parents to remain vigilant and well informed around COVID-19 symptoms
and government guidelines. Should your child or anyone in your household present any of the
following COVID-19 symptoms, please ensure they remain at home and a COVID-19 test is
accessed by the household member showing symptoms.
•
•
•

a high temperature – this means you feel hot to touch on your chest or back (you do not
need to measure your temperature)
a new, continuous cough – this means coughing a lot for more than an hour, or 3 or more
coughing episodes in 24 hours (if you usually have a cough, it may be worse than usual)
a loss or change to your sense of smell or taste – this means you've noticed you cannot
smell or taste anything, or things smell or taste different to normal.

Please note, government guidance does state that you should ONLY book a test if your child is
displaying symptoms of COVID-19.
For further information around COVID-19 symptoms or to book a test, please follow the links
below:
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/symptoms/
https://www.gov.uk/get-coronavirus-test
Please could parents be aware of safe parking around the school site whilst dropping off and
collecting children. Please do not park in restricted areas outside of school or block the
through road or our neighbours' driveways.
Also, please help remind your children about road safety awareness – it is really important
that pupils are extra vigilant of motorists and cyclists. Reflective clothing, cycle lights and
helmets are essential to promote road safety.
Please do remember that Edna G. Olds is now on Twitter. Follow us @EdnaGOldsAcad. This is a
great opportunity for us to share with you all the fantastic teaching and learning incorporated
within our whole school curriculum offer.

Thank you for your continued support,

Mrs Pemberton
Headteacher
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Nursery
This term we have been learning all about different celebrations and festivals. Our
class book is ‘Light the Lights’ by Margaret Moorman. We made some fabulous
firework paintings and used icing sugar to make them shimmer. We have shared
photos of our own celebrations and have been able to talk about what we do. We
have been using our learning about Diwali and rangoli patterns, to explore colour and
shape.
Nursery have also been lucky enough to have a new playground this term! We have
spent much time outside exploring our new play equipment, climbing, swinging,
balancing, and learning to take turns. It has been wonderful to see all the wonderful
learning they do outside!
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Reception
This half term, reception have been learning about Celebrations and Festivals. We have
celebrated Bonfire Night, Remembrance Day and Diwali so far. We have completed lots of
creative activities to represent the symbols of these festivals. Here is some of the
completed work:
Firework pictures
We cut straws to make a firework shape
then printed in different colours on the page.

Poppies
We developed our fine motor skills by
scrunching pieces of tissue paper and
gluing these to a poppy template.

Diva Lamps
The children were set a home learning
challenge to create a diva lamp for Diwali.
Here is one made from salt dough and
painted in lots of different colours.

We are really looking forwards to learning
about Hannukah and Christmas over the
next few weeks.
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Year 1

This half term, Year One’s topic is Awesome Animals. We have been comparing different
animals and finding out about their different diets. Our class book for this half term is the
traditional tale ‘The Three Billy Goats Gruff’ and we have enjoyed retelling and writing our
own version. We have been looking at using different mechanisms for making pictures
move as part of our Design Technology project to create a moving picture based on ‘The
Three Billy Goats Gruff’. In maths, we have been focusing on addition and subtraction, using
a variety of resources such as number lines, part-whole models and tens frames to support
us with our learning.
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Year 2
Year two’s topic this half-term is ‘Animals,
Humans and Living things’. We have been
looking at what humans need to stay
healthy and why this is important. On topic
launch day, we conducted an investigation
about what happens to our heart rate when
we carry out different types of exercises by
measures of our pulse rates. Next week, we
will start to research about the life cycles of
different animals and humans
In English, we have been reading the book
‘The baker’s boy and the Great fire of
London’ by Tom and Tony Bradman. This
week, we have been busy using our rainbow
grammar cards to create sentences with
expanded noun phrases and fronted
adverbials. Next week, we will become
reporters and construct our own newspaper
reports on this unfortunate historical event.
In Maths, the children are working very
hard and have moved onto using the
column method for addition and
subtraction. They are now working on how
to use this method when having to
exchange numbers and are consolidating
their understanding on place value. As
always, thank you for all your support at
home.
Here are some examples of the children’s
sentences on their rainbow grammar cards.
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Year 3
Maths
In mathematics, the children have been learning about fractions. Year 3 have been applying
their understanding of unit and non- unit fractions to answer word and reasoning
problems.
English
In English we have been focusing on adventure stories. This term we have been reading an
adventure book called ‘The Tiny Seed’. The children have been inspired to create their own
adventure stories using storyboards and iPads.

Topic
The topic this term is Science.
In topic, Year 3 have been learning about healthy eating and nutrition. Throughout this
term, the children will be investigating how humans, animals and plants obtain food. The
children will also investigate the function of bones, skeletons and joints while continuing to
build upon the scientific vocabulary and understanding from Year 2.
Homework
As homework is an extension of their learning, it would be really beneficial if the children
can be encouraged to practice their spellings and read daily. Parents should continue to
sign their children’s diaries and upload this to Showbie.
Year 3 are having had a fantastic Autumn term!
Watch out for our tweets!
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Year 4
This half term, Year 4 have been investigating
the human body as well as living things and
their habitats. We have been looking in depth
at the effects of human lives on the
environment around us as well as the habitats
of animals. During our launch day, Year 4 even
used everyday household items to imitate the
digestive system – as well as make a waste
product!

Our class book this half term is The Last Tree –
a story about a young boy who lives in a world
where there are no trees, plants or grass any
more. He and his friend travel far to find the
last living tree and protect it from being
destroyed. Year 4 have been applying their
understanding of narrative writing in order to
create their own version of the story. In
addition to this, we have been looking at
persuasive writing and the power of
advertising. Eventually, this will lead us into
creating a persuasive argument on the subject
of climate change and CO2 emissions.
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Year 5
Year 5 have been thoroughly enjoying their
new book 'The Pearl Diver'. As part of their
work, they were transported to the seabed
in the Arabian Gulf and enjoyed searching
for and discussing objects they found in
their tanks of water while listening to the
sounds of a busy harbour. This resulted in
some excellent discussion which has since
developed into highly descriptive writing.
Alongside this, Year 5 were also excited to
open oysters of their own. Many of these
even contained pearls! It has been lovely to
see how much these real-life experiences
have impacted upon their creativity within
writing.
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Year 6
In science this week, we have learnt an
overview of four of the different systems
that function inside the human body: the
digestive system, the skeletal system, the
muscular system and the circulatory system.
We are looking forward to looking into each
of these in more detail over the next few
weeks and seeing how they all function and
work together; additionally, we are going to
be learning about how our lifestyles can
help each of the systems to work as
efficiently as possible.
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Edna G. Olds Events Planner
Autumn 2 – 2020/2021
Please do not miss out on the following days, as set out below:
nd

Book fair starts

rd

Safety Awareness Training – Y5 & Y6

2 December 2020
3 December 2020
th

11 December 2020 Christmas Jumper Day
End of topic exhibition presented via Showbie
th

14 December 2020 RE Week
th

16 December 2020 Christmas Dinner
th

17 December 2020 Class Christmas Videos can be viewed on
Showbie
th
18 December 2020 Class Christmas Parties - am

